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Address to make good on bad year
In fifth State of the Union address, Bush seeks to rescue presidency from a bad year
By Jennifer Loven
Associated Press'

President Bush will deliver his State of
the Union address tonight at 9 p.m.

WASHINGTON - President
Bush, in his State of the Union speech
Tuesday, will offer ideas for dealing
with domestic problems like high
energy prices and health care and
international troubles like Iran's
suspected nuclear ambitions.

The unspoken agenda underpinning the address, Bush's fifth, is the
rescue of his presidency from arguably its worst year.
His poll numbers fell to the lowest point of his presidency under the
weight of missteps following Hurricane Katrina, soaring energy costs,
the withdrawal of a Supreme Court
nominee, the failure of his high-pro-

file effort to drive a Social Security
overhaul, and increasing scrutiny
from the public and Congress of the
unpopular Iraq war.
While Bush's approval rating has
recovered slightly, it remains in the
still-anemic low 40s. It is a matter of
concern for Republicans as they worry
aboutmaintaining control ofCongress
in this fall's midterm elections.

"I can't tell you how upbeat I am
about our future, so long as we're
willing to lead," Bush said at a photo
opportunity Monday with his Cabinet. Referring to the bitter political
tone in Washington, Bush said, "I'll
do my best to elevate the tone here
in Washington, DC, so we can work
together to achieve big things for the
American people."

Associated Press

ATLANTA - While United Airlines is about to emerge from more
than three years of bankruptcy reorganization, two of its biggest rivals,
Delta and Northwest, are still in the
early stages of restructuring their own
finances under Chapter 11-.
Airline experts don't expect
Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines Inc.
and Eagan, Minn.-based Northwest
Airlines Corp. to take as long to reorganize as United did. But the carriers
do face some of the same issues that
helped extend United's case, including the fate of their employee pension
plans, arid they're expected to take
their time to try to get themselves on
a secure financial footing.
"Anintelligentairlinethesedaysisnot
going to be in a rush to get out ofChapter
11," said William Rochelle, an airline
bankruptcy lawyer in New York
UAL Corp., the parent ofElk Grove
Village, 111.-based United, spent 38
months on a Chapter 11 case that is
scheduled to end with its emergence
Wednesday. The company's stay in
bankruptcy was complicated by soaring fuel prices, difficulties in obtaining
two rounds ofcost concessions from its
unions and its failure to secure a federal
loan guarantee, among other issues.
Delta and Northwest both filed for
bankruptcy on Sept. 14.

Lady Eagles win in against
last-ranked Terriers, 80-73
By Bryan Metcalff

INSIDE

Nicole Newton matched her
career high with 24 points
on Monday night as the Lady
Eagles followed up their Saturday
night win with a very physical 80-73
win against the Terriers of Wofford
(6-14,2-9) at Hanner Fieldhouse.
After the Terriers jumped out
to an early four point lead, GSU
responded with eight unanswered
points. The run was ended by a threepointer from Wofford's Liz Miller,
but Newton answered for the Lady
Eagles with a short jumper to make
it 16-13 GSU.
Another string of six unanswered
points forced Wofford to take a time
out with just under eight minutes
remaining in the first half, trailing
28-22.
Then came Wofford's first serious
run. A14-3 sprint swung momentum
back to Wofford and gave them a 3631 lead with just under four minutes
left in the half.
Chequilla Jessie made a lay-up and
converted a three-point play to spark
a Lady Eagles 12-3 run that covered
the last 2:42 of the half and gave GSU
a 44-41 halftime lead.
Newton, who was a perfect sixof-six from the floor in the first half,
and Lee DuBose lead all scorers at

The Eagles beat SoCon North
Division leader Eton in a Monday
night game at Hanner Fieldhouse.
Read the whole story, p.6

the half with 12 points each. Mary
Jo Yee led the Terriers with 10
points on four-of-six shooting. The
Sophomore forward Jessie led both
squads with seven rebounds for the
Lady Eagles.
GSU could not manage to open
the lead any more than four points in
the first seven minutes of the half, but
after Kelsi Koenig hit a three-pointer
that pulled Wofford to within one,
the Lady Eagles managed a small
6-2 scoring stretch that put them
up 59-53.
Yee sparked an 11 -1 Wofford run
with a long three, and the Terriers
took their first lead of the second
half69-66 with 5:31 remaining. They
would score only four points the rest
ofthe game, while GSU would finish
on a 9-0 run led by Ashley Rivens'
four-of-four fouls shooting in the final
three minutes to win 80-73.
"The very thing that got us in
the hole, a poor free throw shooting
night," said coach Rusty Cram. "I
see LADY, page 7

Delta, Northwest get
along in bankruptcy
as United nears exit
By Harry R. Weber

Eagles hang on
against Wofford
Staff writer

Airlines
get along
despite
finances

GSU's Nicole Newton goes up for a shot Monday night at Hanner Fieldhouse.

Jared Siri/STAFF

United Airlines is about to emerge
from three years of bankruptcy.
Delta and Northwest are still in the
early stages.

Lecture series on race and the American South comes to GSU
Series to feature prominent speakers on race
By Robert Greene II
Staff writer

Beginning Feb. 1, a lecture series
full of experts on the American South
is coming to Georgia Southern.
Called "Race and the American
South," the lecture series will consist
of four parts and two months to
complete. The professors featured

are among the biggest members of
the field of history in the American
South.
"All have written on the South and
race,"saidPeggyHargis,aprofessorof
sociology at GSU. "All ofthese professors have books either coming out or
are out that deal with the topic."
The professors come from varied
institutions. Melton A. McLaurin,

who is a professor emeritus of history
at the University of North Carolina,
Wilmington, will provide a lecture on
the first African American Marines
on Feb. 1.
William Falk is a professor of
sociology from the University of
Maryland, and will speak about the
Low Country on Feb. 8. Erskine
Clarke, a professor of American

religious history at Columbia Theological Seminary, will speak on March
22 about the Midway Community
exhibit within the museum. Lastly,
on March 29 Mark Smith, a distinguished professor of history at the
University of South Carolina, will
speak about sensing racial differences
through stereotypes.
The Campus Life Enrichment
Committee, or CLEC provided
funding to get both William Falk
and Erskine Clarke, while UNC Press
covered Mark Smith. According to

Hargis, the guest speakers were also
persuaded to come to GSU through
a massive process that involved the
departments of history, sociology
and anthropology, as well as the
Center for Africana Studies and the
College of Liberal Arts and Social
Sciences. The lecture on the Midway
Community was put together by the
GSU Museum and will be presented
there as well.
Hargis believes many people
will be interested in going to these
lectures.

"There will be some faculty with
a vested interest in going to the
event," said Hargis. "I'm also hoping
folks that are not academics will
come. Their works are not strictly
academic."
The variety of the speakers, Hargis
said, will offer variations on the theme
of the American South and race.
Each lecture will take place at 4
p.m. in the IT building, except for the
lecture on the Midway Community,
and there will be a short question and
answer session after each one.
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Login to Pick-A-Prof

6 p.m.
Movie night, Justice Studies
Carroll Building Lecture Hall
2227
6:30 p.m.
Habitat for Humanity meeting
Russell Union 2075
7 p.m.
GSU Debate Team meeting
Russell Union 2073
8 p.m.
Movie: SAW 2
Russell Union Theatre

Email address:
Password:
e
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Weteome to Pick-A-Profl
Over half of a million students (save discovered trie benefits of using the academic services provided by
PicK-A-Prof! M?fia5g.si.aiSJ5&S£ today, make educated decisions about trie courses and professors you
sign up for, and make every semester a successful one.
Read more below about the diversity of services available to you'

Register
Professor Services
Support Svstem
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Student Services assist students with course selection and help them succeed throughout the
semester. Click the links below for fuH descriptions of Pick-A-ProPs Student Services.

Register
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^* Gfaje.HisiPi'ie$ - Are obtained directly from university records and
provide the distribution of A - F's students earn in each class at
select campuses.
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^ £ly^l.8SMSJS& - Give insight into homework load, lecture style,
exam type, attendance policy, study tips and more!

j General Media
In the News
Testimonials
Contact
Advertise
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k& CoursSvjiSte ■ This service 3liows you to download MP3 versions of
your class lectures to review material before a test or catch up on a
missed closs.
**f* §L&&J3i&is!Y - Ask questions about homework, discuss various class
topics, or projects, 3nd got tips Bnd advice!

Special Photo

Wednesday, February 1
5 p.m.
Latino American cartoons
Arts Bldg. Auditorium 2071
6 p.m.
Student Government meeting
Russell Union 2047

01-24-2006
• Tamarus L. Kirksey, 25, of
Statesboro, was charged
with theft by receiving stolen
property.
• A bicycle was taken from the
Hendricks Hall bike rack.
• A purse was taken from the
College of Business Administration Building.
• A Southern Pines resident
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
01-25-2006
• John H. Player, 19, of Laurel
Crossing Parkway, Buford,
Ga., was charged with criminal trespass.
01-26-2006
.• Erin Michelle Powers, 22, of
Woodlake Trail', Statesboro,
was charged'with DUI and
failure to maintain lane.
• A case of harassment was
reported in the Winburn Hall
parking lot.
• Avendingmachinewasdamaged at Watson Hall.
01-27-2006
• A coffee maker was taken
from Eagle Village.
• A tire was punctured on a
vehicle in the Eagle Village
parking lot.
01-29-2006
• Brian Matthew Drawdy, 21,
of Olliff Hall, was charged
with public intoxication and
disorderly conduct.
. MatthewKendallGault,20,of
Georgia Avenue, Statesboro,
was charged with DUI, minor
in possession/consumption
of alcohol, and hit and run.
• A fight was reported at Olympic Boulevard.

Sell textbooks on Pick-a-Prof
By Wesley Huffmaster
Staff writer

As registration approaches, murmurs and whispers of boring teachers
and unfair workloads take to the wind
and students scramble to select the
best or easiest instructors to ensure
a crisp column of A's on future transcripts. In such circumstances, rumors
and hearsay don't always make par.
Students often check the Pick-a-Prof
Web site for the grading histories and
background information of resident
professors.
At $5 per semester, Pick-A-Prof
is a necessity for Georgia Southern
junior Josh Mikulecky, who uses
Pick-A-Prof to compare his potential
professor's grade history before making his selection.
"Seeing the stats helps give a better understanding of the professor,
and the way that he/she grades," said
Mikulecky.
Another area of the site allows students to read and write reviews about
their professors. "Opinions lie within
reviews, making them less objective,"
said Mikulecky. Pick-A-Prof upholds
their guidelines by not posting reviews
with personal attacks on teachers.
This semester, Pick-a-Prof has
added new tools for students to use
when semesters change. Students can

nowuse the "BookExchange," a forum
for finding textbooks, comparing
prices, and/or selling to other GSU
students. With the bookstore profit
eliminated, students can potentially
save themselves hundreds of dollars
on used books.
One of the most daring new features of the Web site is CourseCasting.
This function will allow professors to
record their lectures and make them
available for students to download and
listen on their iPod or computer.
Jason Dittmer, GSU geology professor, doesn't plan on using Pick-AProf, saying he does not like the idea
of the site using his lectures as a tool
for profit. He does, however, support
the technology.
Dittmer applauds the fact that
implementing CourseCasting would
"require some actual commitment on
the student's part to sit and listen on
their own time." Some students have
expressed their intent to use CourseCasting as a study supplement, using
the recordings as a review in addition
to attending class.
With tools like professor reviews,
grade history reports, messageboards,
book exchange, course casts and a
schedule planner, Pick-A-Prof is a
worthy tool. Check it out at www.
pickaprof.com.

Special Photo

GSUs Center for Latino Outreach clothing
drive benefited Metter citizens this weekend

GSU's Center for Latino Outreach reached out to the Mexican Community in Metter. A clothing drive
took place at the Gonzalez Mexican Restaurant. The event was a great success,' said Juan Serna, Associate Professor of Spanish. 'We were able to reach out to about 50 residents.'

STUDENTS!
Tell us what you think about
the campus drinking issue!

Go to:

www.georgiasouthern.edu/alcoholsurvey

o

McNair students selected.

GSU News Service

Ten students at Georgia Southern
have been selected to participate in
the 2006 Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Program.
Created in memory of the African
American astronaut who perished in
the Challenger space shuttle disaster,
the McNair Program is a national initiative that seeks to increase the number
of students from under-represented
segments of society who earn graduate degrees.
The McNair Program prepares
selected juniors and seniors for doctoral studies through involvement in
research and other scholarly activities. The program features a Summer
Research Institute in which the students
receive mentoring from faculty, attend
seminars, participate in internships
and receive academic counseling and
assistance in securing financial aid for
enrolling in graduate programs.
The students will present their
research at an on-campus symposium

as well as the annual Southeastern Association of Educational Opportunity
Program Personnel McNair Scholars
Research Conference at the University
of Tennessee.
GSU students selected to participate
in the 2006 McNair Program include
Candice E. Carr, psychology major
from Atlanta, Amber LFennell, education major from Rome, Christopher J.
Ford, marketing major from Suwanee,
Javoris V. Hillingsworth, chemistry
major from Jeffersonville, Harry E.
Maze II, psychology major from Jesup,
Tawny D. Mullins, psychology major
from Griffin, Tata N. Nanje, English
majorfromSmyrnaJennaN.Pinkston,
communityhealthmajorfrom Smyrna,
Jesseca E. Short, political science major
from Columbus, Margarita Viera, a
chemistry major from Ludowici, Ga.

WINGS CAFE

Hot wings, Burgers,
Philly Cheese, Fish and more.

We specialize on wings!
Free Delivery
(912)-681-4884
We accept all major credit cards.

Eagle Express is also ACCEPTED.

Business Hours
Mon -Thu:4pm~2am
Fri - Sat: 4pm~3am

Win a chance at:
$50 cash prizes

Your mind isn't the only
thing that needs exercise.

Cutve&

The power to amaze yourself
Si

1607 Chandler Road
Statesboro, GA 30458

Login

A screen shot ofwww.pickaprof.com gives students options like checking
teacher's grading histories and selling used text books.

9 p.m.
Swing Cats
Williams Center Dining Hall
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Student services
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Per Ihno MontliH

(912) 681-8945
Pi College Plaza

Gift certificates to:

Domino's, Maui Smoothies,
Shoney's, Subway, & Wal-Mart

Statesboro, GA 30458

STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the
official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing
the facilities provided by
GSU. The newspaper is
theoldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The newspaper is
a designated public forum
for the Georgia Southern
University community. The
ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the
individual authors and do
not necessarily represent
the views of the Student
Media Advisory Board,
the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published four times weekly
(Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) during most
of the academic year and
six times during summers.
Any questions regarding
content should be directed
to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at
912/486-7113.

Readers may access the
newspaper and its archives
staff by visiting our web
site at httpy/www.stp.
georgiasouthern.edu.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily
through revenue from
advertisements placed
in the paper and receives
additional support, in part,
from the Student Activities
Budget Committee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to
accept ads for legitimate
products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card
number, other personal
information, or money in
advance of the delivery
of a product or service.
Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which
they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and facul-

ty ads to be run in the G-A
must have a NAME, P.O. BOX
and PHONE NUMBER. Ads
will be rejected if they do
not have this information.
NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I.Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, Ga.
30460.912/681-5246 (News)
or912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax);
912/681-0069 (adviser).
EMAIL DIRECTORY
Editor in Chief
gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves
the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE:The
deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week
prior to the intended publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate
cards, sample publications,

contact: LindseyTreadwell,
Marketing Director, ADS,
(912) 681 -5418, ads@georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Neville,
Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069,bnew7/e@
georgiasouthern.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISS/ONS:The newspaper
makes every reasonable
effort to present correct and
complete information in
advertisements. However,
the advertiser is responsible
for proofing the ad upon
publication and should
notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited
to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad.
Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an ad's
omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular
edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free
classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature

and submitted in writing,
with the name of the
sender, local address, and
phone number. No free
ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are available
only from our online site
at www.gsuads.com. The
price of commercial ads
is $7 for 200 characters
for line ads. Ads must be
paid for using a major
credit card. For classified
display ads, contact ads@
georgiasouthern.edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are
not available at this time.
However, readers may visit
our web site for free access
to current and past issues.
Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal
of the newspaper to have
its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will be
placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free
of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus buildings,
at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.

NOTICE
Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a
roommate or acquaintance,
at distribution sites. Additional copies are 50 cents
each and are available at the
Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a
distribution site constitutes
theft under Georgia law,
a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or
jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who
removes more than the
authorized number of copies from distribution sites
prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge
the theft of one of our
slogans -"Liked by Many,
Cussed by Some, Read by
them All"- from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he
can tell you who he stole
it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering
Campus like A Swarm of
Gnats - goes to G-A alum
Mike Mills.
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North Carolina sues TVA,
citing air pollution as nuisance
Today
Be an Eagle Entertainment Team Leader for Fall 2006!
Applications are now available. You can stop by the
Office of Student Activities (RU 1056) and get an
application or you can go online and fill one out at www.
eagleentertainmentonline.com.
"Saw 2" - Russell Union Theatre - 8PM - $2.00
Admission -Eagle Entertainment

Wednesday, February 1st
7pm in Russell Union-Room 2071- Committee MeetingMAXIMUM EXPOSURE
7pm in Office of Student Activities- Miami "Spring
Break" Info Night-SOUTHERN TRAVEL
The 3rd Annual Student Showcase "An Evolution of Revolution" will take place at 7pm in
the Russell Union Ballroom. Students will exhibit talents to represent African American
influences during the periods from slavery, to the Harlem Renaissance, to the Civil Rights
Movement to Pop Culture.

Thursday, February 2nd
Video Gamers Alliance will have their general meeting from 6:30pm-9pm in Russell Union
2048. Got Game? Then come join Video Gamers Alliance, the official gaming organization
of GSU! Tournaments, Freeplay, and Community Service Projects are what we offer!
Questions? Contact Victoria Felder at admin@videogamersalliance.com or htfp://www.
videogamersalliance.com

Friday, February 3rd
12pm in the Office of Student Activities- Eagle Entertainment Team Leader applications
due
4pm in the Office of Student Activities- Money due for College of Charleston Basketball
trip.
The Black Expo will take place between 10am-3pm outside of the Russell Union and
University Bookstore. The Expo will feature booths with artwork, books, food and more
related to the Africana Diaspora.

Sunday, February 5th
University Housing- Eagle Court sponsors Double Dollar Week in all residence halls. Get
two Study Bucks each time a staff member sees you studying. Each buck registers you for
a drawing for great prizes! Available in all residence halls. Double Dollar Week runs from
2/5/06-2/10/06. Contact Vickie Shaw at 871-1730 for more information.
University Housing sponsors Table Talk Rewards from 2/5/06-2/10/06. Invite your
reserved class faculty member to lunch on us (Eagle Village and Winburn residents only)
and register yourself and the faculty member for a prize!
Contact Vickie Shaw at 871-1730 for more information.
6pm in the Russell Union Theatre- Super Bowl party- MAXIMUM EXPOSURE

Monday, February 6th
The Political Future of Black America will take place in Russell Union 2047 at 6pm. The
discussion will feature questions of prominent political leaders about their views on the
political future of Black America.
Featured Panelist: Mayor Otis Johnson of Savannah. Moderator: Dr. Saba Jallow
6:30pm in Russell Union-Room 2042 - Committee Meeting- PROMOTIONS

By Emery P. Dalesio

Associated Press

RALEIGH.N.C.—North Carolina's
attorney general sued the Tennessee Valley Authority on Monday, accusing the
nations largest federal utility of causing
a "public nuisance" in his state by failing
to reduce pollution from its coal-fired
power plants.
"What we're asking for in this case
is to stop a particular utility company
from sending specific pollution into
our state and harming our people and
our economy' Attorney General Roy
Cooper said in an interview with The
Associated Press.
Cooper, who had threatened such
action for years, said in his lawsuit that
TVA has not taken enough steps to reduce the sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
mercury and soot that has wafted into
North Carolina from 11 coal-burning
plants in Tennessee, Kentucky and
Alabama.
The lawsuit said TVA was creating a
"commonlawpublicnuisance,"because
thepollutiondamagedpublichealthand
obstructed public rights.
But TVA Chairman Bill Baxter
said the utility already complies with
all federal clean-air laws and has done

more than North Carolina utilities to
install scrubbers to capture harmful
pollutants.
"TVA is actually a regional leader in
investing money and achieving results."
Baxter said. He noted that TVA raised
its rates in 2003 as part of a program to
spend $5.6 billion on pollution controls,
and has since cut nitrogen oxide emissions by 70 percent and is on schedule
to cut sulfur emissions by 85 percent
by 2010.
Sulfur dioxide leads to acid rain
that kills plants and the regional haze
that reduces scenic views in the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, 30
miles away on the Tennessee-North
Carolina border.
Coopers action was praised by the
Sierra Club, Environmental Defense,
and the Southern Environmental Law
Center.
"We commend his aggressive efforts
to protect the health ofNorth Carolina's
citizens and the state's economy' said
Sierra Club national president Lisa
Renstrom of Charlotte.
North Carolina's lawsuit is the second public nuisance case against the
TVA, which supplies electricity to about
8.5 million people in most of Tennessee

ONLY IN I

stories by The Associated Press

Mannequin used by
driver in HOV lane
O WESTMINSTER, Coio. — A
motorist was arrested Thursday
for driving in a high-occupancy
vehicle lane with a mannequin
dressed to look like a passenger,
police said.
Investigators said Greg Allen
Pringle, 53, was the only human in
the car. HOV lanes are open only to
buses, motorcycles, vehicles carrying two or more people or hybrid
vehicles.
Officer Mark Watters said
Pringle was southbound on U.S.
36 between Boulder and Denver.
Watters said the mannequin was
dressed in a gray sweat shirt and a
baseball cap.

Crack dealer uses
business cards
Q LEAVENWORTH, Kan. —The
business cards got a response, but
surely not what their owner had in
mind when he had them printed
up.
They came to the attention of
Leavenworth police, who used
them to make a drug arrest last
week.
Sylvester J. Williams, 21, of Leavenworth, was charged Monday
with possessing crack cocaine with
the intent to sell it, Maj. Patrick
Kitchens of the Leavenworth Police

and parts of North Carolina, Kentucky,
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and
Virginia.
In 2004, eight states and New York
City sued the TVA and four more of the
country's largest power producers to
demand they cut carbon dioxide emissions, which are believed to be linked to
global warming. That federal case was
dismissed in September.
In thepast two years, North Carolina
has twice tried to force the Environmental Protection Agency to crackdown on
out-of-state utilities thatproducepollution that blows into North Carolina by
prevailing west-to-east winds.
In July, Cooper filed a legal challenge
askingtheEPAtoreconsiderportionsof
its Clean Air Interstate Rule, or CAIR,
which offers credits to polluters for
emission reductions made before 2010
and allows them to trade pollution allowances.Thecreditswouldallowpower
plants to continue polluting at existing
levels beyond the EPA deadline of2015,
North Carolina claimed.
"We don't believe that rule goes
far enough, fast enough," Cooper said
Monday. "It's important that we get the
courts to take this step to reduce pollution in North Carolina."

?CA

Department said.
Kitchens said Williams remained
in custody Wednesday on $75,000
bond.
He said police had heard for
some time that Williams had
been selling drugs in the area.
"Then we heard that he was
handing out business cards,"the
officer said. "In the course of our
investigation we were fortunate
to come up with one, and we
gave him a call."
Kitchens said the business card
had an image of what appeared
to be an alarm clock being hit by a
boxing glove and said: "For a quick
hit on time call the boss."

Woman drives
bloodmobile drunk
O JACKSONVILLE, Fla.— The
driver of a bloodmobile ran a
red light on her way to a blood
drive and has been charged with
drunken driving, police said.
Sharon Renea Dunlap, 46, told
police she quit drinking about
3 a.m. Wednesday, and took
some pain pills. She was pulled
over about 14 hours later after a
Jacksonville police officer saw the
Florida Georgia Blood Alliance
bloodmobile run a red light, police
said.
Police said Dunlap failed a field
sobriety test and was charged with
driving under the influence and
running a red light.
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Recycling workers
find loaded gun
© CHARLESTON, S.C —You
may recycle cans and bottles, but
Charleston County has a request
for its residents: Please don't
recycle your old guns and ammunition.
The county is making the plea
after dangerous items, including
a loaded gun, were found earlier
this month at the county recycling
plant.
The plant has an assembly line
where recycled items are sorted by
hand, said Gregg Vainer, director
of the county Solid Waste and
Recycling Department.
Five women were working
on the line on Jan. 17 when one
found a torn paper bag containing
bullets coming down the line.
Workers stopped to remove the
bullets but shortly a second bag
with another box of bullets came
down the line.Then workers found
a box with bullets and three guns
— one of which was loaded.
Police were called to pick up the
guns and ammunition.

University Housing- Eagle Court will sponsor Academic Wellness at 7:30pm in Olliff Hall.
How are your grades coming along this semester? Contact Matt Bryant at 688-2305 or
mbryant2@groupwise.georgiasouthern.edu with any questions.

Upcoming events
The Student Disability Resource Center (SDRC) reminds all students served by their office
about early registration between February 13th-February 17th.
Please do so by appointment only. You can contact Julie Kozee at 871-1566 or jakozee@
georgisouthern.edu for more information.
Be an Eagle Entertainment Team Leader for Fall 2006! Applications are now available. You
can stop by the Office of Student Activities (RU 1056) and get an application or you can go
online and fill one out at www.eagleentertainmentonline.com. Take on the challenge today.
Outwit, Outplay, and Outlast your opponents and get a team leader position. Learn more
about the opportunities, stipend, and benefits of being a team leader at the Team Leader
Info Night on Tuesday, January 31st at 7pm in RU 2044. Make sure and get that application
back in before February 3rd at noon.
7pm in the Performing Arts Center the 58th Miss Georgia Southern University Scholarship
Pageant "Havana Nights" will take place. Tickets $8 each. Sponsored by: Eagle Entertainment
University Housing- Eagle Court sponsors Double Dollar Week in all residence halls. Get
two Study Bucks each time a staff member sees you studying. Each buck registers you for
a drawing for great prizes! Available in all residence halls. Double Dollar Week runs from
2/5/06-2/10/06.
University Housing sponsors Table Talk Rewards from 2/5/06-2/10/06,Invite your
reserved class faculty member to lunch on us (Eagle Village and Winburn residents only)
and register yourself and the faculty member for a prize!
Contact Vickie Shaw at 871-1730 for more information.

Brought To The Eagle Nation Each Week By The Division
of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

Army ROTC is a 2-4 year college elective where leadership is the curriculum. Register and you're on your way
to becoming an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

BECOME AN ARMY 0
Contact Captain Ron Cohen at 912-681-0040/5320
or roncohen@georgiasouthern.edu
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THEiPennvPressl CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1.

4.
8.
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19.
21.
24.
27
29.
31.
32.

33. Smear
35. Of a lofty
mountain
36. Sibilant
sound
37. Shrink
39. Fall behind
40. Ham it up
43. Card game
46. Young herring
48. Journalist
Nellie _
49. It's on the
agenda
50. Look at slyly
51. Clip
52. Neural
network
53. Crosscurrent
54. The "I"

ACROSS
Electrical unit
Poi root
Blue or bean
Latin way
Lollapalooza
Curved
molding
Use poor
judgment
Pocket bread
Hammer end
Give the gas
Parson's
house
Ban on trade
Mischievous
sprite
Contradicts
Magic potion
Beside
Dick Clark's
role, often

1

2
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2. Secure the
services of
3. Splendid
4. Highest point
5. Souls
6. Patch the
roof, again
7. Juice fruit
8. Negative reply
9. Stage of life

1

■129

28

31

*

9

10

11

"
"
24

25

26

30
32
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33
37

36
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■J39
43
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49
52

38

|
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46
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Yesterday's Solution
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41

42
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(tree)

44. Consumed
food
45. Steep
47. Attempt

"

.

10. Neckline
style
11. Japanese
money
20. Exclusively
22. Take
care of
23. Mendicant
24. Skittish
25. Claim
26. Liberate
27. Army
settlement
28. Shade
givers
30. Little
devils
34. Authorize
35. Unified
38. Telecast
39. Reference
work
41. Obstruct
42. Mistake in
print
43. Douglas

54

Ads, Visit...

http://www.gsuads.com
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): Send an

email message to...

9adaSS@geOrgiaSOUthem.edu

You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

' Coveriflf tbe Web Like a Swarm of Electrons...
AP News Updates 24 Hours a Day
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THEIPennvPressr WORD SEEK PUZZLE
The Cat's Meow
Siamese cats are known for their
short, silky coats and their amazing
deep blue eyes. Siamese is one of the
most popular breeds of cat, and it is
among the breeds found in this list
about cats.

ABYSSINIAN

COLORS

AGILE

COMPANION

ANIMAL

DOMESTIC

BODY

EARS

BREEDS

EYES

CLAWS

FELINE

COAT

HEAD

200
, 210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Buy or Sell
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals
500 Personals
500 Personals
600
610
620
630
640
650

Services
Education & Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

700 Travel
710 Spring BreakTravel
800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 6 - Costs are higher than expected. Don't make expensive promises. Your love is gift enough.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) - Today is a 6 - Watch out for a problem
that could be expensive. Don't take things at face value. Postpone travel until Thursday, if possible.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is a 7 - New friends are eager
to celebrate, but don't let the fun get out of hand. You certainly
don't want to lose what you've recently achieved.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)-Today isa7-You'vegained a new
perspective, but that in itself brings new challenges. Be careful
when venturing into unexplored territory.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -Today is a 7 - New opportunities start
to show up, a little too soon. Finish what's already on your plate

Announcements
100-199
130 Lost & Found
REWARD for missing Tiffany & Co woman □ s
watch. Engraved & very sentimental! Lauren
770-359-8382
140 Other Announcements
Badminton Club Tues/Thurs 9-1 lpm at the
RAC. No experience or equipment? No problem! For more info, (912) 678-1717.
Do you want to bring students to your student
group's worship activities? Place an ad in the
G-A!
Revival Fire Campus Ministries: We're back
again! It's the Dreamsicle 2 Fashion Show:
Spring 2006, GSU ballroom. Lokking for male
and female models of all races. If you missed
the last show, don't let it happen again!!! Call
912-871-7936 and leave a message.
Who else wants to feel free of HASLLES, now.
Go to Fassle.com. See Fassle.com

Hard

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 7 - Be more careful now;
don't do anything rash. Don't pick on your partner, either.
Chances of breakage are high.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -Today is a 7 - A tricky problem comes
up at work, requiring your full attention. Meanwhile, don't
discuss a matter that's been shared in confidence.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
" - Today is a 7 - Costs are higher
than expected. Hold on to your
pennies. It'll take imagination and creativity to meet your goals.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -Today is a 5 - Love, plus imagination,
is more important than money now. When you have the former,
you can always create the latter.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is a 7 - Slow and easy does it
now, you're on shaky ground. Save your most innovative suggestions for later. Giving hints and teasers is OK, if you keep smiling.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 7 - Conditions are more
unsettled now. You could even encounter resistance. Ask questions and turn this into another educational experience.

(c) 2006,TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -Today is a 6 -You could read
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9
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid so
that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved, just
use logic to solve.

7 3
5
2 9 6 1
2 4 5
9 3

Buy or Sell
210 Autos for Sale

something today that doesn't
quite make sense. Don't believe
everything you hear, either.
Check it out before passing
it on.

Previous Puzzle Solution

3

7
6

8 7
7
2 4

3 8 7
1 4 9
6:52
9 2 1
7 3 8
5 6 4
2 7 5
4 9 6
8:1 3

6
5
8
4
2
9
3
1
7

9 1
3 2
4 7
5 8
16
7 3
8 4
2 5
6 9

2
6
9
3
4
8
1
7
5

5
8
1
7
9
2
6
3
4

4
7
3
6
5
1
9
8
2

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.
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The Family Monster by Josh Shalek
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'96 Honda Civic, 4 door, silver, 95,000 miles,
good condition. $4500 or best offer; call 912541-1337 for more info.

X •iWilit' science. <wqS]
ql| about" outcome.,
qkout results.

Tm unCowwtqUe witii q
V-Uje between irtisfs
qwcf US

2002 Mistubishi Galant with only 65,000
miles. Grey color with power windows and
locks. $8200 OBO. Call (912) 507-3590 for
more info.
$500! Police Impounds! Cars from $500! for
listings call 800-749-4260 x7539.
240 Books for Sale

250 Computers & Software
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Yesterday's Solution
HIMALAYAN
KITTEN

R L D

KORAT
LEGS
MAMMAL

E M C

MANX

L O N

MARKINGS

M C W

MEOW
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NOSE ■

M A L

PAWS

C T M

PERSIAN
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U F M

PURR
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TAIL

W C D

TEETH

E T Y

TONGUE

G E Y

WHISKERS

Rip us off
That's right, classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Want to find a home
for your pet iguana? Rip us off! Need a roommate? Rip us off. Want to trade your pet
iguana for a new roommate? Rip us off! Here's the deal: 20 words or less, submitted
with this handy form or via email to gadass@georgiasouthern.edu. You can also place
ads in person at the G-A office, Room 2022, Williams Center. One ad per person per
issue. Non-commercial use only. The GAD reserves the right to refuse any ad.

Gateway Computer: Includes everythingmonitor, tower, keyboard, mouse, and speakers.
Brand New - 128 memory, motherboard, and
40 GB hard drive. $400.00. Call 912-541-1858
for more info.

Telephone:
Address:

Name, address and telephone number is required for ALL free ads.
The George-Anne Daily
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

Sorry, no free ads accepted by telephone. At these prices we don't take dictation... but you can use
email: gadass@georgiasouthern.edu (but include all required information - name, address, phone
number - or you just might find an iguana in your mailbox). Free ads are for noncommercial use only.

by Aaron Warner

Two Dudes
AFTER NINE YEARS OF 60IN& TO
THIS COWEGE, PAYING INFIATEP
FEES, ANP mm. NOTHING TO SAY
ABOUT IT, I FINALLY CAU6HT AH
ERROR in NW FINANCIAL AIP, TOPEJ

...AHPIU FINALLY
6ET TO SHOW THEM THEY
CANT GETAWAY WITH
ANYTHINGim WANT/

260 Miscellaneous for Sale
Ti83 calculator, excellent shape, $65 obo call
brandon® 678-908-9596.
Texas Instrument calculator TI 83 and TI 81
Great for math class TI 83 is graphing. Both have
had one owner. Call 912-681-6645 for prices.
Rockford, Frostgate P3002 Amplifier. It has 300
total RMS Watts @ 2 ohms. It also has 75 RMS
Watts per channel @ 4 ohms. The box came with
it and includes instruction and installation guide,
and more. The retail value is $239.99 but I am
only asking for $175 obo. Call 678-592-9105
for more info.
FOR SALE: Mini Refridgerator. White.
Perfect for dorm, garage or office. $50. Call
912-713-7631.
AIR HOCKEY TABLE for sale. $40, or
OBO. Accessories included. Free delivery in
Statesboro! Call 912-541-6174.
Kitchen table w/ four chairs for sale $100. Also
two new light natural finish end tables w/ metal
legs for sale. Paid $75, asking $50 obo. Call
770-262-8490 for more info.
2 2004 Memphis Audio 12's for sale & 600 watt
(MA) Amp with Fan cooler. Great QUALITY
in sound..$55 (Negotiable)Devron @ 229395-7530
My Math Lab code(code only) and TI-83
calculator for sale. For more information, call
404-660-6342
Must sell a love seat $40 and Microwave, never
used, $35. Serious buyers call 9126814320.
For Sale: 7 piece Pearl Drum Set. Includes
double bass, snare, 3-rack toms, 1 floor torn,
3 cymbal stands(no cymbals), hi-hat & snare
stands. Needs a little TLC, selling for $325
OBO. Call 912-489-2440

Futon For sale! Black cushion, black metal
frame, wood arm rests. Will take best offer,
must sell! Call Evan 912-541-3445 and leave
a message.
Name:

www.joshshalek.com http://www.myspace.com/joshshalek

For sale: Dell computer, all original equipment!
18 in flat screen LCD monitor, Pentium III Processor, window ME programs, all discs included.
Call 912-681-6645 for more info.

2 12" Kicker CompVR12 subwoofers in sealed
box. These also come with a 4 gauge power wire
and RCA cables. Subs were used for about 2-3
months and work just fine. Each sub can handles
400 watts RMS, 800 watts MAX and if you put
that much power to them, they will POUND!
Looking to get $225 for the whole setup, OBO.
Contact Tim @770-634-8870.

Send your classified ad to:

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

before you take any more.

Today's Birthday (01-31-06). Money is illusive this year. It's here
and then it's not. Don't be afraid, but don't be wasteful either.
Beafrugalist.

For Sale: Anatomy & Physiology Books with
visual atlas, & 2 DVD's, bought brand new last
semester & dropped class. Make best offer. Call
Autumn 770-654-8647.
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100
110
120
130
140

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career & Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTime
370 Opportunities/Business
380 UniversityWork
390 Wanted Jobs

Mystic Arts Horoscope

200 - 299

ii

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

12 inch Memphis sub-woofer that is encased. It
works perfectly but has a small puncture in it. I
would let the buyer listen to it first. With this is
another empty encasing. I would like to gfet rid
of around $75 obo. Call 678-592-9105.
270 Motorcycles for Sale
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR.
Red and black. Excellent condition. 9100
miles, lots of aftermarket parts and accessories.
http://loligagger.dotphoto.com $7000 obo
912-678-9729

290 Wanted
Golfers Wanted!! For caddie positions at Sea
Island GC. Must be golf knowledgeable w/a
strong service background. FT/PT; FT can make
$450-$800/wk. Mgt. potential; Playing Priv. Call
7 days: 912-634-4401 x3452

Employment & Job Services
300-399
320 Child Care Needed
For a 3 y/o and part time 6y/o. 3-4 Days per week
from approx. 2U6 p.m. some flexibility. Must
be good with children, able to drive, have good
references, and a good driving record. Please call
for an interview and have references available.
(912) 852-5760, cell (912) 687-6164

backyard. Please call 912-541-4805.
For rent: Large 6/7 Bedroom Home, 3 bathrooms, $1800 per month, call 912-398-1917.
430 Mobile Homes
14x76,3 BR/2BAmobile home for sale in nice
park near GSU. Included: couches, washer &
dryer, entertainment system. $12,500. Call
912-844-0188.
450 Roommates

360 Jobs/Part Time

A female roommate is need for a contract
transfer for 2 bedroom/1 bath apt. in Southern
Courtyard for Summer 2006. private bedroom,
washer/dryer, cable and internet connections
in room, furnished!! close to campus and bus
stop. Ask about a signing bonus!!!!!! call
Ronda @ 912-688-7227 or 706-840-2507.

Prep and Painting of large house. Flexible hours.
Must be dependable, hard-working, good natured & supply references. 912.488.2323.

Female roommate needed for Fall '06, 2
bed/ 2 ba, $307 + utilities, call Beth at 912486-0025.

390 Wanted Jobs

Two Roommates needed: 3 bed, 2 1/2 bath,
large backyard, quiet neighborhood, $350/
mo. Includes utilities. Call 912-897-3265 or
912-695-3252.

Writing/typing of creative or essay
reports, newsletters, flyers, etc. Fast
turn around and competitive prices.
Call 912-764-411.

Housing & Real Estate
400-499
410 Apartments
Eagles Court, 2 BR/2 BA apartments, Pool,
New Carpet, Very Clean, Washer/Dryer,
$250/mon per room, Available Now. Call Jef
at 912-844-0411.
For rent, very nice two-bedroom (with balcony),
1-1/2 bath condominium near GSU. Includes
brand new washer, dryer, and refrigerator. Perfect
for professionals or students. If interested, please
call 912-489-1058.
Stadium Walk #45 apt for rent! 2 bed/1 bath,
$450/mo. Call Louise Daley at 912-489-4529. ■
For Rent. 2 bedroom/1 bathroom duplex very
close to campus. $500 per month and available
immediately. Contact 912-489-4578.
420 Lofts & Rooms
Looking for 1 or 2roomates to lease bedrooms
in 4bed/4bath Statesboro Place apartment. Rent
is $365/month, all-inclusive. January is/ree!!!
Call 404-660-6342.
Room for rent! Walk to class! House on Herty
Dr; big backyard, largest room in house! Call
anytime at 678-938-7200.
Room available in 3 bedroom house, pet
friendly. $275, plus utilities. Large kitchen and

Need 1 or 2 females in a 4bed/4bath in
Statesboro Place. Great roomates! All-inclusive $365/month. January rent FREE!!! Call
404-660-6342.
480 Sub Leases
MUST SUBLEASE!! 2 bd/lba apartment in
Stadium Walk. Pet friendly. Rent is $400 a
month, will negotiate! Call Cheryl @ (912)
844-0188.
Summer sublease needed. 3 bedroom with
study. $305 a month plus utilities ($50 est.)
Players Club. Call for more info 706-8307862.

able immediately! Please call 770-401-5654 or
404-247-3024 for more info.

Services
600-699
610 Education & Tutoring
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list
of things to do that are educational and
fun. http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.
edu/funstuff/
650 Services/Miscellaneous
Are you female, 18-40, not pregnant, and sexually active? If so, please call 770-354-8495!
Compensation guaranteed for participation
in study!

Travel
700-799
710 Spring BreakTravel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $299! Includes Meals,
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu Events,
Beach Parties With Celebrities! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA From $499! OnCampus Marketing Reps Needed! Promo
Code: 31 www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1800-678-6386
Spring Break Bahamas From $199 per person 5 day/4 night package includes Round
Trip Cruise, food aboard ship, and resort
accomodations on Grand Bahama Island
CANCUN Packages from $499 Call Toll Free:
1-888-85-BEACH (1-888-865-3224) www.
GoBahama.com

Miscellaneous
900-999

SUBLEASE: One female roommate to share
a brand-new 3 bed/2ba duplex in Countryside.
$291/month. Available immediately. Call
(770) 378-9590.

910 Pets & Pet Supplies

Summer 06' sublease! Available May 7,2006
Statesboro Place $355/month all inclusive
fully furnished call Jessica (706)414-6281.

Pit bull puppies for sale. Ten weeks old.
three males, one female. For more info, 912492-2052.

Two bedroom two bath apartment located at
the Woodlands needs a female sublease for the
spring semester. All inclusive. Will neg. rent.
Contact Sunny at 912-596-5748

Bring your horse to college! Stable available
for boarding. Minutes from campus. Full
board, pasture board, Lessons. Call Jessica
Alexander {912)658-5658

Sublease needed: 2 bd/1 ba in Stadium Walk.
Rent is $400 a month.Will pay $100 of first
month's rent. Pet friendly and deposit has been
paid. Call Cheryl: (912) 844-0188.

Two Cats in need of a good home! One is a
kitten and the other a little older. Please call
478-213-6907 for more info.

We are sub-leasing our apartment in Stadium
Walk. It is 2 bedroom, one bath. Rent is $425
and the lease ends at the end of June. It it avail-

Four foot long Ball Python. Eats and handles
easily. Glass cage, heater, & lamp. $150 negot.
764-5321 leave message.
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The GSU
baseball team's
season starts
off Saturday
against the University of North
Florida at.J.I. Clements Stadium.
Eric Powell
OREGONiAN OUTCRY

So sick
of Ron
Artest
Mmmm mmm yeah
Do do do do do do do-do
Ohh Yeah
Gotta change my tele-vis-ion
Now that he is on
Cuz right now it says that he
Won't play anymore
And I know it makes
no sense
Cuz he signed the
cont-ract
But it's the only way
that he gets pub anyEric Powell
more
is a graduate
(it's ridiculous)
student in
It's been months
school counAnd for some rea seling from
Oregon.
son he just
His sports
(won't shut up)
column will
And he should be appear every
bigger than this
°°
(enough

Tuesday in
the Georgeis Anne.

enough)
No more wastin' time
With this moron clown
I'm so sick of listenin' to
An average Number three
And I'm so sick of Ron Artest
SotiredofPaqman
So done with listenin' to all his
(edit)
Said I'm so sick of Ron Artest so
catty and dull
So why can't 91 just re-tire?
Gotta fix that roster I have
On the video game
Because since he keeps tryin' to
veto trades
He's on all thirty NBA teams
I'm so angry that they talk 'bout
you
And how you play D
And how you could have just
manned up
And let that cup of ice be
That's the reason I'm so sick of
Ron Artest
SotiredofPaqman
So done with listenin' to all his
(edit)
Said I'm so sick of Ron Artest so
catty and dull
So why can't 91 just re-tire?
(Leave me alone)
Leave me alone
(Stupid Ron Artest)
Dont make me think in Sacramento
Maybe you'll turn it 'round
Let it go
Turning off the Ron Artest
Cuz I'm so sick of Ron Artest
So tired of Paqman
So done with listenin' to all his
(edit)
Said I'm so sick of Ron Artest so
catty and dull
So why can't 91 just re-tire?
(why can't 91 just re-tire?)
Repeat Chorus two times...
Fade out.
Look for Ne-yo's Artest remix in
stores March 15.

Southern knocks off Elon
Eagles out score
Phoenix 36-12 in 2nd
half en route to 2nd
straight SoCon win

This past weekend, the GSU
Women's Rugby Team played the Lady
Shamrocks of Savannah at Forsyth
Park in Savannah.
The fast-paced match sawthe Lady
Shamrocks emerge as victors 24-5.
All of the Shamrocks' points were
a result of Eagle turnovers.
For the Eagles, Brittany Winston
made many decisive runs, while
Rachel Christensen tackled strongly
and made numerous powerful runs
through the opposition.
Her efforts were rewarded when
she scored the Eagles' only try. Lena
Hudson, in her first rugby match,
played very well, making numerous
decisive tackles and supporting teammates intelligently.

Furman
Western Carolina

76
85

Appalachian St.
Charleston

53
64

Everybody expected Jose Maria
Olazabal to make the putt.
Tiger Woods certainly did. CBS
had a camera trained on Woods as
Olazabal settled over a 4-footer in the
fast-fading afternoon light.
Olazabal expected to make it, too,
and with good reason. The 39-year-old
Spaniard is one of the nerviest putters
around.
But not this time, and not against
Woods, because ... well, because
nobody ever hangs on long enough
to beat him.
Some guys peel off early, some in
the middle of a round, and a tough
few, like Olazabal, only when their
fingernails are pulled all the way
back. But they all let go of Tiger's tail,
eventually.
"I had to make it," Olazabal began,
"so I decided that I was going to put less
break on it and just hit it a little firmer.
But I didn't hit it firm enough."
Other than the number of concession speeches, there's no single

GSU Women's Rugby Club Spring
Schedule:

56
48

Davidson
Charleston

71
67

UNC Greensboro
Chattanooga

68
72

TONIGHT
Jared Siri/STAFF

GSU's Elton Nesbitt drives past two Elon defenders in Monday night's game against the North Divison leading
Phoenix. The Eagles held Elon to just 13 percent shooting in the second half.

the Phoenix without a field goal for
over four minutes.
Elon cut the GSU lead to 15 on
a three point play by Wyatt, but the
Eagles cruised on to the 63-45 win.
Nesbitt led all scorers with 15,
while Gennie added 11 and Tobias
chipped in TO. Graham grabbed 11
rebounds and was a point shy of his
second consecutive double-double
with nine points.
With his two blocks tonight, Graham is now third all-time in career
blocks with 88.
Wyatt led the Phoenix with 10
points and seven rebounds. The Eagles travel this weekend to face North
Division foe Chattanooga. Tip-off is
set for 2 p.m. and will be broadcast
on Fox Sports Net South.

measure that quantifies the effect
Woods has on other golfers playing
head-to-head.
Maybe it wasn't a surprise that
Woods played formidably at Torrey
Pines. He won the Junior World there
at 15, has now won four times there
and never finished out of the top 10
in nine appearances.
Then again, he was coming off
the longest self-imposed break of
his career.
Woods turned 30 at the end of
December and did some serious
celebrating. He didn't even look into
his golf bag for 24 days.
"It was nice to put the clubs away,"
Woods said, "and just chill."
His putter, though, was still chilling
through most of the tournament.
He made a tough 8-footer for birdie
at the 18th to get into a three-way
playoff, then missed a birdie putt of
the same length at the same hole a
few minutes later to end it.
"I shouldn't have even been in the
playoff," Woods said. "Of all the things
that happened today, I kept saying,' At
least you have a chance.'"

Special to the G-A

<*k«Hate$ Matrix Games)

Feb. 4 - vs. College of Charleston *
Feb. 11-12 - Black Rose Tournament (HOME)
Feb. 18 -vs. South Carolina *
Feb. 25 - vs. South Florida * (HOME)
Mar.4-vs.Clemson
Abbey Lennon and Melissa Mazany
played strongly in the forwards, while
Carby Powers and Jamie Faulkner
tackled well in the backs.
Improved communication, as well
as better commitment to rucks and
mauls will best pressure the College
of Charleston next weekend.
For those interested in playing
rugby, the team practices at the intramural fields on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays from 5-6:30 p.m.

78
84

Elon

Western Carolina

Curry Honored

Appalachian St.
Furman

The student-operated Grand
Slam Marketing Group (GSM) will be
directing on-field activities as well as
offering major cash prizes, free trips,
gift cards and discounts at baseball
games.
There will be a 50/50 raffle offered
throughout the year that could ear n the
winner an estimated $5,000 in cash
as well as many other possibilities to
win prizes.
"We want to give something back
to our loyal fans in Statesboro and
let them know that we appreciate
their continued support," said Dr.
Tony Lachowetz, the faculty advisor
of GSM.
O n -field entertainment will also be

7p.m

SoCon Men Standings as of 1/31
North Division
STANDINGS

W-L

W-L

Elon

6-2
4-4
4-4
3-5
3-5

10-11

Chattanooga
Western Carolina
UNC Greensboro
Appalachian State

13-10
10-13
10-12
9-12

South Division

The Tiger effect affects Olazabal
ByJimLitke

74
64

WOMEN

STANDINGS

W-L

W-L

Davidson
Coll. of Charleston
Furman
Ga. Southern
Wofford

6-2
6-3
5-3
5-3
3-5
0-9

13-7
13-7
12-8

The Citadel

Associated Press

F/OT

UNC Greensboro
Wofford
F/20T

14-7
7-14
6-15

SoCon Women Standings as of 1/31

Chattanooga
Davidson
UNC Greensboro
Charleston
Ga. Southern
Appalachian St.
Elon
Furman
Western Carolina
Wofford

Jared Siri/STAFF

Former Eagle Michael Curry, who had his jersey retired on Saturday
enjoyed a level of success at Georgia Southern that hasn't been matched
since his playing days ended at Hanner Field House.
'I think more than anything for me personally is that it shows what type
of support group I had. I'm talking about my family, coaches and my
teammates. You can't get anywhere by yourself, and I was able to accomplish some things mainly because of this support group," said Curry
following the ceremony.
Curry played for the Eagles from 1986-1990, then spent 14 years in the
professional ranks. Curry played in the NBA for Milwaukee, Washington
and Detroit.
Curry was also named President of the NBA's Player's Association in 2000.

Women's Rugby falls to Shamrocks Baseball to recieve promotions boost
Special to the G-A

MEN

Chattanooga
The Citadel

GSU News Service

Georgia Southern allowed just
12 points in the second half to easily defeat SoCon leading Elon 63-45
Monday night at Hanner Fieldhouse.
The 12 points scored by the Phoenix
ties a GSU (14-7,5-3 SoCon) school
record for fewest points allowed in
a half.
The Eagles held Elon (10-11,6-2
SoCon) scoreless for the first two and
a half minutes of the game, forcing
three quick Phoenix turnovers.
The game went back and forth
over the next four minutes. A Will
Dunn put back at the 7:25 mark put
the Eagles back on top 20-19.
Brian Waters gave the Phoenix a
three point lead, but a Nesbitt trey
at the 5:40 mark tied the game for
the fifth time at 23-23. A fast break
layup by LeVonn Jordan gave Elon
the 33-27 lead with less than a minute
to play.
Nesbitt got things started for the
Eagles in the second half, swiping a
pass from the Phoenix and finishing with an easy layup, cutting the
Phoenix lead to 33-29.
A Sean Olivier three point play
at the 15:24 mark tied the game for
the sixth time at 36-36. Nesbitt's
second chance jumper with 14:11
on the clock gave the Eagles the
38-36 lead.
A Nesbitt steal led to a Gennie
dunk with 13:13 to play, putting
the Eagles up by four at 40-36. GSU
outscored Elon 24-5 over the first 11
minutes of the second half, holding

SCOREBOARD

a focal point as GSM has plans for fan
interactive events that enable spectators to compete for a chance to win
cash and prizes between innings.
In addition, GSM will also operate
a new fan store at the stadium.
The store will carry over20baseball
specific items ranging from t-shirts
and hats to custom game jerseys.
The store will be located on the
concourse inside of the stadium along
with the new information booth that
will handle the sign-up sheets for all
of* the in-game activities, raffles and
events.
GSM is operated by over 20 sport
management students led by their
faculty advisor Dr. Lachowetz.
The group gives students a real
world experience while offering fans
more entertainment and a higher

W-L

W-L

11-0

17-3
11-9
10-10

7-4
6-5
6-5
6-5
5-5
4-7
3-7
4-7
2-8

NCAA* Men's Basketball
Division I
Three's Per Game
Through Games 01/23/2006

1 Collins, Loyola (Md.)
2 Chiera, Cent. Conn. S t.
3 Leasure, Coastal Care .
4 Redick, Duke
5 Wooten, Oakland
6 Novak, Marquette
7 Lofton, Tennessee
8 Falls, Notre Dame
9 Gardner, Missouri
10 Nesbitt, GSU

G
16
16
17

18
19
19
15
16
16
19

3PG/G

4.7
4.1
4.1
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.6
3.4
3.4

NCAA' Men's Basketball
Division I
Points Per Game
Through Games 01/23/2006

PTS
538
439
491
370
445
399
6 Bum, lona
7 Johnson, Jackson St. 463
429
8 Daniels, Lamar
9 Smith, E. Tenn. St.
401
419
10 Douby, Rutgers
11Stuckey,E.Wash.
418
12H.-Faye,Radford
417

Name, Team
1 Morrison, Gonzaga
2 Collins, Loyola (Md.)
3 Redick, Duke
4 Rush, Grambling
5 Clark, St. Peter's

energy atmosphere.
"We feel that once the fans come
to the park and experience the atmosphere for themselves, they will want
to come back time and time again,"
said Dr. Lachowetz.

9-10
9-11
9-10
9-11
7-13
4-16
6-13

13 Juan Barea, N'eastern 363
14 Booker, S. Mo. St.
380
15 Gardner, Missouri 346

367
16 Blair, Liberty
17 Green, Oral Robert; 386
18 Nesbitt, GSU 399

PPG
28.3
27.4
27.3
26.4
26.2
24.9
24.4
23.8
23.6
23.3
23.2
23.2
22.7
22.4
21.6
21.6
21.4
21.0
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Eagles take Spartans

Ladies
from page 1

Cram added that the team relaxed
when Rivens made her final two shots
from the foul line where she was sixfor-six on the night and allowed GSU
to finish the game under control.
Newton added a game-high six
steals to her 24 points, and Shawnda
Atwood finished with her first career double-double (11 points, 10
rebounds). The Lady Eagles out-rebounded Wofford 47-36 and grabbed
twice as many offensive rebounds
as the rival Terriers. Rivens, who
guaranteed victory after the Furman
game, finished with eight points and
five rebounds.
After the game, Atwood said it felt
great to get a double-double against a
tough Wofford team. She added that it
was a total team effort, and gave thanks
to her teammates in the process.
"I'm glad they're (Atwood and
Newton) on our team," said Cram
after the game.
The Lady Eagles next game is this
Saturday at Elon at 2 p.m.

By Courtney Murphy
Staff writer

The Georgia Southern Eagles
basketball team took on UNCGreensboro (10-10, 3-3 SoCon)
on Saturday, Jan. 28, at Hanner
Fieldhouse.
GSU was looking to get back
on track after losing three in a
row: two on the road, Davidson's
Wildcats and Appalachian State's
Mountaineers and Furman's Paladins at home.
Elton Nesbitt, who had a season
high 36 points, scored the first point
for GSU with a three point shot.
UNCG went the first four minutes
scoreless, but a shot by Dwayne
Johnson cut the GSU lead down
to five and forced GSU to take a
timeout.
GSU battled back and extended
the lead to 9 points ahead with
a dunk by Jimmy Tobias, which
forced UNCG to take a timeout

with 3:40 left to play in the half.
UNCG returned to the game
and took the lead with less than a
minute left to play in the half with a
three point shot by Ricky Hickman,
who had 26 points in the game. At
the half GSU fell behind 39-35.
Eagles made a come back in the
second half outscoring the Spartans
andtakingthelead43-42 with 17:05
left to play.
Louis Graham extended the
lead to 46-42 with point play after
nailing his free throw shot. GSU
continued to play tough defense
and forced the Spartans to take
a time out with the Eagles in the
lead 59-50.
Although the Spartans fought
back and cut the lead 62-58, the
Eagles refused to lose and made a
defensive stop holding the Spartans
to win the game.

GSU's Jimmy
Tobias puts
up a runner
in Saturday's
action against
UNC Greensboro. The
Eagles won
JaredSiri/STAFF 86-78.

Lady Eagles defense leads to win over Furman Saturday
By Bryan Metcalf
Staff writer

Great defense and a 22-point effort
from senior forward Nicole Newton
were the keys to victory Saturday night
at Hanner Fieldhouse as the Georgia
Southern Lady Eagles (8-11,5-5) beat
their archrivals the Furman Lady Paladins (7-13,3-7).
Furman didn't take long to get
started as Sarah Baker nailed a trey from
the wing to give the Lady Paladins a 3-0
lead. Lee DuBose responded with the
Lady Eagles' only three of the half to
tie the game less than a minute in. Furman responded to a Shawnda Atwood
lay-up with back-to-back baskets from
Baker and center Jessica Lange to take a
three point lead that would be the Lady
Paladins' last of the half.
DuBose made a pair of free throws
to bring GSU within one, and Leslie
Spoon and Ashley Melson followed
with baskets of their own to put the

Lady Eagles up by three. Chrissy Phelps
pulled Furman back to within one with
a pair of foul shots, but Ashley Rivens
answered with a lay-up that sparked a
9-0 run and put GSU up by ten with
6:40 remaining in the half. Furman
managed to close the gap to three twice,
but a jumper by Spoon and a Newton
lay-up kept the Lady Paladins from
getting any closer as GSU took a 27-23
lead into the break.
Baker and Newton led all scorers
with six points each in the first half for
their respective squads. Rivens snagged
eight rebounds to lead the Lady Eagles
in the first half.
"Tonight we came out and we just
refused to lose," said Rivens after the
game.
The second half was back and forth
until a Baker jumper tied the game
at 39 with 10:31 left. The Lady Eagles
responded with six unanswered points
and held on from there to win 65-48.
Newton, whosaidafterthegamethat

she felt the team really came together,
added nine rebounds.
GSU head coach Rusty Cram said
he could talk all night about his star
forward. "Nicole is one of those (players) when she gets on the bus, I can
take a nap because I know we're going
to be okay. She set the tempo for this
basketball team."
Melson added 10 points and four
assists, and Rivens finished just three
points shy ofa double-double with seven
points and 10 rebounds for GSU. The
Lady Eagles finished with 10 steals and
produced 17 points off turnovers.
Furman didn't have a single player
reach double digits in scoring. Despite
being one-for-ten from the field, Lady
Paladins freshman guard Melissa Liebschwager grabbed 10 rebounds and six
points in her first career start.
After the game, Cram praised the
team's defensive effort saying, "Those
nine people who played tonight absolutely played together as a team."

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
*

4.95

Why pay the same price
for only a couple of slices
when you can stuff your
face with Don's pizza?

Three choices daily, 11 a.m. -4p.m. every day
Offer expires 2/23/06

°Pen 24/7

Delivery 24/7
We cater!

Wireless Internet
available!

200

j&*2k

Lanier Dr.

EAGLE fiS^O DINER Next to Dos Primos
^^!'A)I, '
and Oasis

Serv.rty Don Corleone's Pizza
www.eagledineronline.com
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Apartment Homes

HUGE 2,3 & 4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS*
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'Razzies' awarded to the worst
By David Germain
Associated Press

Special Photo

Todays newest
trend: blogging
By Steve Johnson
Knight Ridder

By the time you finish reading
this, another 367blogswillhavebeen
created. Everybody, their cousin
and, quite possibly, your mother,
now blogs. With more than 25
million of these online journals by
one count, it s the hottest DIY trend
since dipping a sponge in paint and
making your walls look like they've
got a rash.
Its also proven more powerful,
lasting and important than earlynaysayers thought. People, it turns out,
have been just aching to publish, and
a whole lot of them are willing to do
it regularly for little or no compensation. In the process, they're influencing products, policing the press and
attempting, at least, to shake up this
country's ossifiedpolitical traditions.
Starting a blog is a snap.
STEP 1: Find a host: You can go
through a pay service like TypePad
(www.typepad.com), which'll cost
you a minimum of about $50 a year.
Pay services tend to include more
features, such as design flexibility
and extra storage space. Or you
can go through a free service like
Blogger (www.blogger.com). Most
provide a choice of designs and easy
formatting for headlines, blog items,
comments and more.
STEP 2: Name your blog: I just
started a new blog called "Infinite
Monkey Theorem." Make sure to
check your blog's name. After I created my title, I found that someone
else had one called "The Infinite
Monkey Theorem." Too close for

Blogging

Special Photo

comfort, so I switched mine.
STEP 3: Blog: In about four
minutes, I had my first posting up.
By answering the questions the Blogger site asked me, I even had an ad
account set up that will allow me to
share with Google the revenue from
all the ad clicks my new blog generates. This won't be much, of course,
unless you get a whole lot of visitors.
The easiest way to do that is to write
about celebrities or post pictures of
them naked. If you're going to try
the latter, you'd best be a lawyer or
a lawyer's spouse.
STEP 4: Do not let your blog
take over your life: Say what you
have to say, publish it, and hope for
response. Do not get discouraged
when the world doesn't beat a path
to your URL. There are many wellestablished bloggers who did it for
years before they were discovered.
Use the time to hone your craft. To
generate interest, sendyourpostings
around to those you think might be
interested.

LOS ANGELES — Bad sequels
and remakes tortured movie audiences last year, and they provided
a smorgasbord for the Razzies, an
Academy Awards spoof that pays
heed to the worst in Hollywood.
Four of the five worst-picture
nominees for the Razzies were sequels
or remakes, led by "Son of the Mask,"
which had eight nominations Monday, including worst actor for Jamie
Kennedy and supporting actor for
Alan Cumming and Bob Hoskins.
The other worst-picture contenders were Rob Schneiders sequel
"Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo,"
Jenny McCarthy's raunchy romance
"Dirty Love," the TV update "The
Dukes of Hazzard" and the horror
remake "House of Wax."
Razzies will be announced March
4, the day before the Oscars.
Tom Cruise earned three Razzie
nominations, as worst actor for "War
ofthe Worlds" and two ofthe five slots
in a new Razzies category for most
tiresome tabloid targets. Cruise was
nominated there for his anti-psychiatry rant and for his very public
romance with Katie Holmes.
"He had been a very private person
up until this past year," said Razzies
founder John Wilson. "It certainly
was a bizarre turn in terms of how he
handles his personal life and the access that he gave the media to himself.
The endless posing on the red carpet
and just smooching like they were on
the couch at home."
"Son of the Mask," a flop that
starred Kennedy as a new father

Special Photo

'Son of the Mask,'which opened in February of 2005, is
one of the movie sequels or remakes to be nominated
for a'Razzie.'

whose son is born with the shapeshifting powers showcased in Jim
Carrey's original 1994 movie, was an
early Razzies favorite when it came
out nearly a year ago. As Wilson
was preparing for last year's Razzies
ceremony, his family went to see "Son
of the Mask."
"I was working on the script for
last year's show, and they got home
and my son stuckhis head in the door
and said,' Dad, we've got one for next
year,'" Wilson said.
Besides Cruise and Kennedy,
worst-actor nominees were Will
Ferrell for "Bewitched" and "Kicking
& Screaming," The Rock for "Doom"
and Schneider for "Deuce Bigalow."
McCarthy earned three nominations for "Dirty Love," for worst
actress, screenplay and screen couple

2005 Razzie Winners
Worst Picture:
'Catwoman
Worst Actor in a Leading Role:
George W. Bush/'Fahrenheit 9/11'
Worst Actress in a Leading Role:
Halle Berry/'Catwoman'
Worst Supporting Actor:
Donald Rumsfeld/'Fahrenheit

(she and "anyone dumb
enough to
befriend or
date her").
Her worstactress competitors: Jessica Alba for "Fantastic Four" and
"Into the Blue," Hilary Duff for
"Cheaper by the Dozen 2" and "The
Perfect Man," Jennifer Lopez for
"Monster-in-Law" and Tara Reid for
"Alone in the Dark."
Paris Hilton received two nominations, worst supporting actress for
"House of Wax" and most tiresome
tabloid target.
Holmes also was nominated for
worst supporting actress for "Batman Begins," along with Carmen
Electra for "Dirty Love" and the

9/11'
Worst Supporting Actress:
Britney Spears/'Fahrenheit 9/11''
Worst Screen Couple:
George W Bush & either Condoleeza Rice or his pet goat/'Fahrenheit
9/11'
Worst Remake or Sequel:
'Scooby Doo 2: Monsters Un-

Special Photo
Tom Cruise is nominated for three
Razzies, including "most tiresome
tabloid targets," for his public romance with Katie Holmes.

Simpson sisters, Jessica for "The
Dukes of Hazzard" and Ashlee for
"Undiscovered."

leashed'
Worst Director:
'Pitof'/'Catwoman
Worst Screenplay:
'Catwoman'
Worst 'Musical':
'From Justin to Kelly'
Worst 'Drama':
'Battlefield Earth'

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Tuesday, January 31
Legends Series—Sculpture & Drawings
presented by Bruce Little in the
Legends Gallery, Averitt Center for the
Arts
Midway: Between Slavery and SelfSufficiency-The Remaking of a Black
Community, 1860-1875 in the Museum
Rear Gallery, Rosenwald Building
Art Exhibit, Foundations: Form and
Content in the Foy Fine Arts Building

6:30 p.m. Habitat for Humanity
Meeting in Russell Union Room 2042
7 p.m. GSU Debate Team Meeting in
Russell Union Room 2073
7 p.m. FYE Success Series in Russell
Union Room 2080
8 p.m. Campus Outreach Meeting in
Biology Building Room 1119
8 p.m. Movie: Saw 2 in Russell Union
Room 1085
9 p.m. Swing Cats in Williams Center
Room 2034

Wednesday, February 1
Midway: Between Slavery and SelfSufficiency-The Remaking of a Black
Community, 1860-1875 in the Museum
Rear Gallery, Rosenwald Building
Art Exhibit, Foundations: Form and
Content in the Foy Fine Arts Building
Career Month
Final Deadline for international
graduate student to apply for Summer
2006

8 p.m. Movie: Saw 2 in Union Rm 1085
10 a.m. Navy Recruitment in Russell
Union Rotunda
3:30 p.m. Guest Speaker: Sociology in
College of IT Room 1004
6 p.m. SGA Meeting in Russell Union
Room 2047
7 p.m. Christ Ministries Bible Study in
Russell Union Room 2048
7 p.m. Black Student Showcase in
Russell Union Ballroom. Students
will exhibit talents to represent

African American influence for the
periods from slavery to the Harlem
Renaissance to the Civil Rights
Movement to Pop Culture.
7 p.m. NAACP General Body Meeting
in Russell Union Room 2080
7 p.m. Reformed University Fellowship
in Williams Center 2034
8 p.m. Lannie J. Scott Award in
Nessmith-Lane Continuing Education
Bldg. Room 1601

